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Executive Summary

A platform for success

Continuation of the Armadale Redevelopment Authority towards the legislative target date of
December 31, 2011 will ensure that a range of revitalisation benefits towards which the ARA, the
State Government, the City of Armadale and local interests have been working are secured and
achieved in a timely manner.

The need for the continuation of the functions of the Armadale Redevelopment Authority and for
the continuation of the Armadale Redevelopment Authority Act 2001 under which the Authority is
established is broadly supported by all key stakeholders.

This reflects well on the effective and competent discharge of the ARA's responsibilities by the
Board, management and staff of the organisation and the sustained focus by the State
Government, the City of Armadale and a range of business partners and community stakeholders
on shaping a vibrant and sustainable fu lure for the communities and citizens of Armadale.

To date the ARA has been able to mobilise approximately $75M of state government investment
into the area covered by its operations the current agency estimate is that this will in time
leverage wholesale investment by owners and proponents of around $7.08 in the future of the
area. A new business park at Forrestdale will be a major new focus of economic and employment
activity for the region, with the potential to generate up to 5,000 new jobs. An additional view of
the transformation of the Annulate community is found in city wide data associated with
valuation of residential and non residential building approvals. This is a useful indicator of
economic growth as measured by building investmentt. To June 30, 2007 in excess of $5501V1 of
building approvals had been issued since the ARA Redevelopment Scheme was gazetted in 2004.

The exacting and busy task of finalising a range of planning, development and project activities
within the remaining term available to the Authority is now the central focus of the organisation.
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The key projects, governance and normalisation themes that will need to be addressed or
resolved before a final transition plan can be presented to government include:

Champion Lakes Governance and Management;
Wungong Governance beyond 201.1;
Normalisation and working with the Council; and

* Capacity and Capability matters to ensure the Authority is able to retain personnel
across the next five years.
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The legacy for Armada le communities of the future will be a diverse range of well planned and
revitalised community, business and social infrastructure at regional, local and neighbourhood
levels.

Best social, economic and commercial outcomes will be anchored by underlying government
investment in community infrastructure and by the way good planning shapes the role owners
and developers play in the use of new land assets for residential, commercial, employment
creation and broader community benefit.

Findings

The ARA has delivered on a range of achievements associated with its charter with all
foundation planning frameworks now in place. This has been achieved with a small and
focussed local team who have applied an innovative and strategic approach to the
revitalisation challenge for Armada le.

o A key strength of the organisation is its Board, Members have provided excellent
strategic direction and strong governance disciplines to the work of the Authority. Their
passion and enthusiasm for the big idea of Armada le is clear and well articulated.
The organisation enjoys sound and valued working arrangements with the City of
Armada le. This is a key success factor for the story of the ARA to date. Strong and
sustained support from the City of Armada le for the establishment and work of the
authority is evident. Day to day working arrangements present as a model for
cooperation between the two levels of government. The relationship is built on peer to
peer confidence, straight talk and respect for roles. A dialogue has begun on the broader
themes of normalisation of roles and services between the ARA and the City further
work on a transition plan is encouraged.
Feedback from developer and business partners of the ARA acknowledges the strong
political leadership provided by the Minister. All are especially complimentary of the 'tie
played by the senior staff of the Authority. The sentiment is that significant progress
would not have been possible without the ARA, supported by tangible investment by the
State Government and business in community infrastructure.
The organisation enjoys a "can do" reputation with industry. All recognise the integrity
and innovation with which planning processes and regulatory tasks are applied.

O Peer government agencies such as Land Corp, WAPC, the PTA and others in planning
and infrastructure roles are deeply engaged in the task of the ARA though effective
partnering arrangements. Intelligent use of interagency agreements has ensured that the
ARA maximises the proper contribution of partner agencies.
All stakeholders are expecting subtle role changes in the run home. ARA's role as a
planning authority will continue for the time being. The organisation should plan for a
step up in its statutory planning roles as the volume of development applications
triggered by the maturation of its various master planning activities increases.
The organisation is also expected to have a continuing role in economic development
projects and the promotion of a social agenda associated with its statutory role. A
challenge will be to focus on a small number of high priority projects that best address
the economic and social wellbeing of current and future communities. Local community
feedback emphasises the need for the Authority to continue to articulate the theme of
vibrancy and opportunity for the City reinforced by practical, well targeted strategies,
projects and events. Staying in touch with community expectations is fundamental to
ensuring that investment by the ARA is valued by all.

,Section Review oflhe Armadule Redevelop:nom Authority
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Governance and future management options n respect of Wungong and Champion
Lakes will require evaluation and resourcing.

At Champion Lakes the organisation should refresh aspects of the current operational
plan for this site to provide for:

Interim event and facility management arrangements for the site;
A management plan for the Aboriginal Interpretive Centre;
Further diligence on the underlying business plan including revenue and cost
projections;
Risk assessment and associated management strategies to ensure balanced and
best commercial and community use of the asset in the short, medium and longer
term; and
Options for future governance of community amenities and sporting, facilities
within the precinct, once the ARA ceases operation.

The recognition is that the Wungong Urban Water Scheme and the Forrestd ale Business
Park (including the recent addition to the Park) are long run projects and will require
evaluation of options for governance beyond 2011, including

Wungong Urban Water planning scheme;
Wungong Urban Water developer contribution scheme; and
Porrestdale Business Park developer contribution scheme.

The ARA is expected to complete its core task within its current legislative life and will
need to apply procedures described under Section 71 of the Armndale Redevelopment
Authority Act 2001 as it comes into the 2011 calendar year, or earlier. There are three
options here:

Continue Operations - if it is considered that there is still an ongoing role for a
redevelopment authority in the Armadale area then the life of the ARA could be
extended to continue to service any residual roles. On a rolling basis
development control areas (or locations within each area) could be "normalised"
as the redevelopment task concludes.

2, Transfer if by 2011 it is considered there is still an ongoing role for a
redevelopment authority in the Armadale area then residual roles could be taken
up by any new redevelopment authority as may be legislated for by that time.
The normalisation actions described in 1 above may impact the scale and scope of
any transferred roles.
Wind Up under this option any residual roles could be taken on through new
structures as may have been specifically agreed for Wungong and Champion
Lakes and more generally by transfer of other responsibilities to Local and State
Government entities such as the City of Armadale, DPI/WAPC, LandCorp and
other existing government agencies, as appropriate.

A critical issue is to ensure that key personnel are retained to complete the tasks ahead.
The ARA workforce is retained under contractual arrangements that give no certainty
beyond December 31, 2011. It is also expected that there will be transitional risks to be
managed from 2010 onwards where employee and corporate knowledge will be a central
consideration. A strategy will need to be developed with LandCorp (who acts as the

terms.
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employer of all ARA staff) to ensure best employee and business continuity outcor
achieved.

The need to retain staff to complete the Armadale agenda and to address a growing
workload in respect of development applications and project activities is evident. The
organisation may also wish to strengthen its investment in social and economic activities
and projects (subject to resourcing) in the next 2-3 years. While the organisation has
reasonable depth in planning, infrastructure and project competencies it may wish to
consider further investment in personnel with expertise in economic and social
development.

Recommendations

Five specific recommendations are made.

The report also contains a number of practical observations and ni s from the AMA's
experience to date for further consideration by ARA management.
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Background

In accordance with Section 70 of the Armadale Redevelopment Act 2001 (the Act) the Minister is to
carry out a review of the operation and effectiveness of the Act as soon as is practicable after the
expiration of 5 years from its commencement, and in the course of that review the Minister is to
consider and have regard to:

The effectiveness of the operations of the Armadale Redevelopment Authority (ARA);
The need for the continuation of the functions of the ARA and for the continuation of the
Act; and
Any other matters that appear to the Minister to be relevant to the operation and
effectiveness of this Act.

The Minister is to furnish a report based on the review louse of Parliament as soon as
practicable.

Report Structure

The report findings have been informed by a review of the first five years of the operation of the
ARA and the perspectives of a broad range of ARA stakeholders.

M. addition to an Executive Summary that outlines the key findings and observations, the port
comprises:

Section 1- the legislative charter set for the ARA;
Section 2 - the task of the ARA is put into context;
Section 3 - the effectiveness of the operations of the ARA over its first five years of
operation is detailed;

a Section 4 a range of business issues and stakeholder perspectives that inform the need
for the continuation of the Act and the functions of the ARA are highlighted;
Section 5 options for the future and a small number of possible legislative or policy
changes to enhance the operations of the ARA in the balance of its operating term are
presented.

Appendixes 1- 3 suumnarise the Terms of Reference, the rai
consulted and the key documents reviewed.

Sect ion 70 itOvi ow Of the Arnsulale ecdeveloisi i Auihoril
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1.0 Legislative Charter

A Bill to establish the Armadale Redevelopment Authority (No 59 of 2001) was introduced unto
the Western Australian Parliament on 17 October 2001.

The Bill was to establish the Armadale Redevelopment Authority (ARA), responsible for
planning, coordinating, promoting and undertaking the development and redevelopment of
specified land in local government area of the City of Armadale. The ARA was also given unique
and challenging social and economic functions which went well beyond those embedded in other
West Australian Development authorities. They included:

identifying opportunities for and encouraging investment, provision of facilities
programmes that enhance community life and infrastructure services required to
promote economic and social development;

o facilitating and encouraging diverse employment opportunities;
facilitating co ordination between statutory bodies and State Government agencies to
promote economic and social development;

o providing information and advice to promote economic and social development; and
a taking steps to encourage, promote, facilitate and monitor economic and social

development.

In the second reading speech1, the Minister for Planning and Infrastructure (who is al
Member for Armadale), Hon Alannah MacTiernan MLA, observed;

"Armadnte marks the outer fringe of the metropolitan area. However, although it is clearly part of the
metropolitan area, it has retained some of its country town feel. It has a strong history, beautiful vistas of
the Darling scarp and a distinctive rural character in an urban setting. It is a future growth area and will
benefit over time from additional residents in the catchment."

The Minister noted that while Armadale had been designated as a strategic regional centre in the
Perth Metropolitan Plan, it was struggling to meet that role. Problems Armadale faced included
its isolation at the end of the south-east corridor, and the loss of public and private investment.
Economic and social challenges were associated with significant proportions of low cost and
public housing areas which had low levels of work skills and low school retention rates. There
were insufficient local jobs for local people and the viability of some local businesses was
hampered by inadequate access and exposure, diversity and stalled growth in the area.

The Minister described a process that began in December 1999 when the former Ministry for
Planning and the City of Armadale held an Inquiry By Design workshop aimed at revitalising the
Armadale town centre and other key sites, and improving levels of infrastructure, investment,
facilities and employment opportunities associated with a strategic regional centre. Based on the
workshop outcomes, and with the strong support of the City of Armadale, the establishment of
an Armadale Redevelopment Authority was proposed.

The outcomes that the ARA was expected to achieve were identified by the (Minister

Ilanaard: Hy, An
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greater diversity in the city's functions, facilities and services in commerce and business,
community and entertainment, and state and local government services so Armada le
operates effectively as a strategic regional centre;
extending town centre life beyond normal business hours and setting Armada le apart
from competitors by providing more "main street" shopping, inner city housing and
cafes, restaurants and entertainment uses;
a better regional road network so passing traffic can recognise Armada le immediately
and have better access to the town centre;
an improved street pattern with easier circulation through the town centre;
upgrading Armada le train station and moving it to anchor Jull Street; and
developing key public and private sites, including the railway station precinct.

The Minister paid tribute to the hard work done by the City of Armada le over a number of years
to support a Redevelopment Authority as the way of achieving these objectives and in forging an
effective partnership with the State Government.

An Armada le Redevelopment Authority

The Bill proposed the establishment of an Armadale Redevelopment Authority with
responsibility for planning and development within a defined redevelopment area. While the Bill
was modelled on the East Perth and Subiaco Redevelopment Acts, it differed in one key feature
the ARA was given unique economic and social functions, in addition to its redevelopment role.

The other key features of the ARA legislation were:

a board of six members appointed by the Minister four itl expertise in one or more
fields of urban planning, heritage, business management, property development,
financial management, engineering, transport, housing and community affairs, and two
Armadale City Councillors nominated by Council;
a requirement to prepare a redevelopment scheme following consultation with the public,
the City of Armadale and the Planning Commission, The Scheme would replace the
Town Planning Scheme and the Metropolitan Regional Scheme;
the ARA undertaking the development control function for proposed developments
within the scheme area with approval required from the Minister where the ARA is the
applicant or has a financial interest; and
community reference groups were to be established to assist the authority in determining
a broad cross-section of community views relating to the functions of the authority.

The Minister stated that the objectives of rejuvenating Armadale's town centre, stimulating
business and residential growth and improving transport services and roads would be achieved
primarily through three Government initiatives the establishment and activities of the ARA, the
extension of the Tonkin Highway, and the redevelopment of the Armadale train station at the top
of the Jull Street mall.

The second reading speech noted:

"The authority willTheilitafr development by prepnring a redevelopment schenu, ensuring the provision of
essential infrastruchnt undertaking subdivkthm and development, marketing Land and

Section 70 Review of the Armed:de Redevelopment Authority
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buildings, promoting the establishment of businesses and jobs and balancing these with enhanced social
development' ".

The Bill was supported by the Opposition1 although some resery
Legislative Assembly about the Ministerial powers under 0
redevelopment authorities at all".

e expressed in the
nd the need for

In the Legislative Council the issue of the potential o significant iblic investment for little or
no financial return was also raised.?

The Act was assented to on 26 November 2001.

Commencement

The Act was proclaimed on 23 March 2002 and is to continue (under tale term provided for in th
current legislation) until 31 December 2011.

The ARA's inaugural Board comprised Chairman Gerry Gauntlett (property consultant and
Heritage Council member); Deputy Chair Kay ttallahan AO (a loaner WA Government
Minister); Verity Allen (town planner and Housing Industry Association executive); Dr Tony Buti
(local resident, lecturer and business management consultant); Mayor of Armadale, Linton
Reynolds and Councillor Henry Zelones. These members continue to serve on the Board today.

John Ellis was appointed acting Executive Director and was subsequently appointed to that
substantive position on 3 June 2003.

In April 2002, a ten-member Community Reference Group was appointed pursuant to Section 63
of the Act to assist the ARA to obtain a broad range of views.

In May 2002 a shop front office was established in the Jull Street 11. The ARA entered into a
service agreement with LandCorp whereby staff and services were provided by LanclCorp. Some
technical support was also provided by the Department for Planning and Infrastructure.

The new agency's first tasks were to develop a master plan for rejuvenating the city centre and to
start work on Armadale's new railway station precinct project.

1, I I amain: Legislative AssetnSly, Armaclalc 2cdevelopmetit Bill 2001, Second tea di t and 101 p
4500.

LIant ud La 1 I Itivy t tub's Aamul Alt Redevelopment Bill 2001, Second Reading and Debate, 7 Novenxbcr 2001 pp
17 it Ind pp +Lin I'm Ilm ud It 4 Hive Council, Armadale Redevelopment Bill 2001, Second Reading and
1nbn, S No \ t '001 pp 1'21 mil 1, vuannber 2001 pp 5594-5602,
I I in u d te I \ , tills Ann nt d, 1., development Bill 2001, Second Reading and Debate, 7 November 2001 pp

,1,0
II in tut Legislative /assembly, Armadale Redevelopment Bill 2001, Second Reading and Debate, 7 November 2001 pp

0191 si't'
11 m al Legislative Council, Armadale Redevelopment Bill 2001, Second Reading and Debate, IS November '20010
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Legislative Framework

The functions of the ARA are to plan, undertake, promote and coordinate the development and
redevelopment of land in the defined redevelopment area. The ARA is required to prepare and
keep under review a redevelopment scheme for the area and to control developments in the area.
For these ptuposes, the Act gives the ARA powers to deal in land and other assets and to
undertake works in the area.

The outcomes the ARA is required to achieve are:

preparation, implementation and review of a Redevelopment Scheme to control
development through planning, undertaking, promoting and coordinating development
in the Redevelopment Area;

facilitation and promotion of (ippon nitie
diversified employment opportunities;

or ne nvestment and the creation

identification of and support for opportunities providing facilities programs
enhancing community life in Armadale; and

identification of infrastructure services and the coordination of such services and other
activities between and by relevant government agencies to promote economic and social
development in Antedate.

The ARA is a body corporate with perpetual succession and a common seal. The ARA does not
have a requirement to pay a financial dividend to government, its charter being to return a social,
economic and environmental dividend to the government by conducting the redevelopment
based on economic and social outcomes for the community.

As with EPRA, the Subiaco Redevelopment Authority and the Midland Redevelopment
Authority (MRA), the ARA is the planning regulator for all proposed developments within its
gazetted redevelopment areas.

The Redevelopment Areas

In spatial terms, the Armadale Redevelopment Authority is the largest edevelopment authority
in Australia. The Armadale Redevelopment Area defined in the original Schedule 1 to the Act
covered an area of approximately 500 hectares in seven separate sites. Two additional sites have
subsequently added to the jurisdiction of the Authority. The substantial 1,580 hectare Brookdale
site was gazetted in December 20038, A ninth site, the Kelmscott Town Centre, was included in
January 20059. The Kelmscott precinct added a further 13.7 hectares to the Authority's planning
domain.

The redevelopment areas are as follows:

A101(0171c K. tit ))10101) 01 0 'tin not 01 In tit t 101110011 Arco) Re/1k
191 This aim_ mint in 11 n tilt hit d iddintto II I lad on Champion Or
oldie City I turn, inn th, iii i.

Annadalc trednvolopmcnt (1-Alciirtun I Irctlevelopmein Area) Remit intent; 2005

.01
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Area I

Alen 2

Area 3

Awa

&teas 5 gt 6

All a7

Awn 8

Area 9

C try Centre
(62 Hee tares)

South Armada le
(42 Hectares)

Fig iestdale
Business Park
(200 Hectares)

Champion
I akes
(139 Hectares)

Dove
(53 Hectares)

CALM Site
Albany
Highway
(2 Hectares)

litookd ale (now
%Vungong
th ban Water
(1580 Hectares)

ICc lmscott owt
Centre
(13.7 Hectares)

1 he Armadale City Centre comps ses the miisting column nal
core and addAtonal areas ninth to Armadale t oat I and east to
South Western Highway Redevelopment to make At nadalc
a diverse vibrant and efficient strategic regional centre is
envisaged

The South Armadale site between South Western Highway
and Wungong Road was identified as a future modern,
elite le nt, innovative business and employment node. The
precinct includes the Armadale High School and other
commercial and industrial businesses and the Austral
131ickiven Ls

the I ouestdale Bei smc gs Palk comprise s an area hindered by
AnnadaleIdle Road, I onkm 1 lighway and Rannuel Road. A
con temporal y butanes, pat k rs being developed.

About 4 kilometres north-west of the city centre, the
Champion I akes ate i , being established as a significant
iv Ret 11 ISOI roe cation area enhanced by cultural,
nimonme ntal, residential, business and commercial

achy] ties

The high school and TAPE site, on ( hangmen Drive were
included for a new residential mil au t with dlv Ise housing
option for residents incorporating sustainability

1 his ,mall, former CALM site on Albany Highway two
kilometi es north of the city was set aside for commercial
(sieve ligament with a medical focus due to its proximity to

the Annadale Health Centre and the Armadale-Kelmscott
,fin t Memorial Hospital.

the Wungong Master Plan facilitates a unique residential
development to provide housing up to 16,000 housing lots for
an e Annetta] 40,000 people over the next 15 years.

1 he c -Jab will showcase contemporary water sensitive and
out gy Indent designs in addition to community parks
along avenues of eucalypt lined public open space radiating
lioin the Wt ingong River.. . . . . .

In January 2005 the western portion of the Kelmscott Town
Centre was added to the Annadale redevelopment area to
support town-site revitalisation. This site, comprising lots in
both public and private ownership, is bounded generally by
Albany Highway, the rail line as far north as Westfield Road,
Davis Road and Railway Avenue and land west of Railway
Avenue.

Seclion 70 Review or the Armadale RedeveloPffiont Authority
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Each of the sites is identified as having a key role to play in the area's future economic and social
growth.

Basis of Operation - Planning, Development and Regulatory Role

Significantly, the Authority was established in a context where (unlike other development
authorities in the metropolitan area) the vast majority of land within its jurisdiction was alienated
or otherwise in private ownership. There were no initial grants of crown land upon which to
establish future cash flows to fund its operations.

The ARA also had no borrowing allocation to acquire and develop land to generate revenue to
undertake its redevelopment activities. The expectation was that its activities were to be funded
through the Consolidated Fund.

The inevitable consequence for the Authority of this construct was that the agency was unlikely to
ever be financially self sufficient nor have the discretionary financial capacity to proactively
commit to project opportunities outside of the budget funding process.

The ARA is required to prepare and keep under review a Redevelopment Scheme for the
redevelopment areas and to control developments. These planning regulatory powers replace the
City of Armada le and the Metropolitan Region Planning Scheme planning regulations for a
limited time and only over the gazetted Armada le Redevelopment Area.

These powers will return to the City of Armadale and WA Planning Commission (WAPC) at the
completion of the Armadale project.

The Act gives the ARA powers to deal in land and other assets, to undertake works and regulate
development.

The provisions of the Armada le Redevelopment Scheme apply equally to the ARA's proposed
developments as to any other developer.

Suction 70 Review or the Arnu Rink; Rulcvclnpmeut Authority
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2.0 Establishment and Armada le Context

At the time the ARA was conceived, the City of Armadale's planning and development of
appropriate environmentally sustainable uses of land was achieved principally through the City's
Town Planning Scheme, Local Planning Policies and Local Planning Strategieslo.

At the turn of the 20th century, Armadale was essentially a rural community - supporting non-
mining industries, including orchards and vineyards, brickworks and timber. Changes to
transport, agricultural practice, demographics and community preference determined that
Armad e's future would increasingly be as a part of Perth's metropolitan area.

In relatively recent times population growth in Armadale has been remarkably modest, Between
the Census years of 1996 and 2001, the Armadale region experienced population growth of only
402 people (0.8%). This growth was significantly lower than that experienced across the
metropolitan area of (8.0%). However the outlook is for more dramatic increases with forecasts
indicating that the population will increase from 55,000 to approximately 117,000 by 2026.
Demand for land, community facilities and well planned infrastructure is expected to increase
proportionately.

Contemporary development plans in Armadale derive from a long and evolutionary planning
and development process changing the nature of the area from rural to urban.

Early Planning for a Sub-Regional Centre

In 1955, A nnadale was designated as a sub-regional centre in the ,hensin It !Amin Plank
which gave rise to the Metropolitan Region Scheme gazettal in 1963 In 1971, Annulate was
affirmed as a sub-regional centre in the c rnlniot Plan It» Pt 1Ih 19701' the Plan did not 'mind(
urbanisation in certain areas which wet 0 pail ol an Intel uarnlot rurat buffet zone us the
Jandakot Groundwater Mound. The land iva, nut ((instilclod ait Habit for urban development as it
was low lying and poorly drained.

The Corridor Plan required preparation cture Plan a the south-east corridor to define
land use and document transport requiremet The ige. .. A Wadi! mfiart was produced
by the Metropolitan Region Planning Authority in 197813.

This plan and the Metropolitan Region Scheme itself were reviewed in 1985, culminating in the
Planning for the I Mute of the Perth Metropolitan Region Report 198714 which sought to
consolidate development within shutter and wider con iilms. Most significantly for Armadale,
the report recommend( d extending uth,m development in I (a restdale and Wungong.

to The which are the City of Anna
2005, Local Planning (Rides and Local Planning SOategies.
I I G Stephenson & LA Ilephurn, Plan for the Penh Aletropol Rao R
12 Metropolitan Regional Planning Authority, 1970
13 Planning Structure for the South East Corridor Stage A 1978, Metropolitan Region Planning Attlhori ty
Id MRPA Review Group, 1987.
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This report and a review of population growth patterns gave rise to the Metro
Expansion Policy Statemi tit 199015 (Metroplan) The most significant change for Armada le
Metroplan was to include a large areas of land for potential development south of the City of
Armada le in the Shire of Serpentine Jarrandale. It also precipitated a change in attitude by the
City of Armadale to support urban and alternative land use developments in Forrestdale.
Metroplan has since been replaced by Network City A Milestone in Metropolitan. Planning.u,

Forrestdale Industrial Precinct

In December 1994, the Forrestdale Industrial Study'? identified the need for industrial and
commercial land in Armadale and successfully proposed a 170 hectare industrial business park
bordered by Ranford Road, Armadale Road and the future alignment of the Tonkin Highway
which was incorporated into the South East Metropolitan Region Scheme18. The proposal
included a golf course on largely WAPC owned land near the Water Corporation waste water
treatment plant. In May 1995, a concept plan for a golf course on Twelfth Road Forrestdale was
supported by the City of Armadalei9.

Lake Area Development

A significant lake development concept was proposed in January 1997, when a group of private
landowners sought to develop residential lots and a rowing course in a 400 hectare area bounded
by Warton, Nicholson and Forrest Roads. There were considerable challenges facing this
development including multiple water table complications, large scale engineering works and
multiple land ownership.

Champion Lakes Project

In late 2000 and prior to the establishment of the ARA, the Champion Lakes project was formally
announced. The 122 hectare site, owned by the WAPC and the City of Armadale, with transport
links to local and regional road networks, was identified for development of significant water
based recreation facilities, enhanced by cultural, environmental, residential, small business and
commercial activities. This opportunity arose from the site's potential to provide fill for the
planned extension of the Tonkin Highway from Albany Highway to Thomas Road.

A Public Environmental Review (PER) was initiated to gain approval for a rowing course which
met international standards. In March 2002, the precinct passed to the ARA and it assumed
responsibility for the PER process and future planning.
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Brookdale/Wungong/Forrestdale Areas

This area between South West Highway and Wungong Brook, Rowley Road, the extension of the
Tonkin Highway and Eighth Road and Armadale Road was identified as having urban potential
in a 1995 review2o. The report divided the area into seven planning cells with detailed land use
proposals. This plan formed the basis of the South East Corridor Omnibus Amendment No. 2 to
the Metropolitan Region Scheme.

A further significant attempt to plan for the future development of this complex area occurred in
2001 with the release of the Southern River, Forrestdale, Brookdale, Wungong District Structure
Plan 200121. The plan sought to address complex issues such as the high water table,
contaminated sites, uses with offsite impacts (e.g. poultry farms and kennels), major
infrastructure installations (e.g. power lines, gas and water mains), important conservation and
environmental sites and land fragmentation. Development was expected to include major
community facilities, conservation areas, Bush Forever sites, open space, urban and other uses.

Enquiry by Design Workshop Outcomes Report 2001

In 1998, the City of Armada le's desire for a 'regional task force' approach to major planning
matters in Armada le lead to the Ministry for Planning and the City of Armada le preparing a
preliminary Urban Design Study which was presented to the City of Armada le in July 1999.

The City was seeking to build its growth potential and to improve levels of infrastructure,
investment, services, facilities and employment opportunities that should be associated with
Strategic Regional Centre. The study identified issues that affected Armadale, and assessed
Armadale's capacity to sustain urban development and meet future employment needs.

Following the release of the Study, the City of Armadale and the Ministry for Planning
coordinated an Enquiry by Design Workshop in December 1999 to develop a clearer
understanding of the current and future issues affecting Armadale, and establish a framework for
dealing with finance and investment.

The Enquiry recognised that conventional planning and development proms. ses wouil not be
able to deliver the breadth and complexity of the redevelopment and revitalisation tasks required
in a timely and efficient way.

The solution and perhaps the most significant initiative arising from the Enqu iry by Design
Outcomes22 was the establishment of the ARA to undertake these tasks. R was envisaged that the
findings of the Enquiry would underpin the revitalisation process.

Tint's and Itinn.11 1995.
awl It n 1n Ir 111 in Planning Commission, January 2001
it' Al undih I uquu y by Design Workshop Outcomos, Working Paper 4, May 2000, WA Planning Commission
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3.0 Effectiveness of the Armada le Redevelopment Authority

Approach

Unlike its Western Australia counterparts (the Subiaco, Midland and East Perth Redevelopment
Authorities), the ARA area did not commence its operations with substantial land reserves of its
own.

As a consequence the ARA could not readily develop and/or generate future cash flow and self
sufficiency from its own land holding base. Similarly it did not have access to borrowings to
undertake commercial land development nor funding to develop commercial land in its own
right.

The operating model adopted by the ARA has been to work in the market to revitalise designated
areas within the City of Armadale and to facilitate a rejuvenation of Armadale's economic and
social fabric. As a consequence the ARA has necessarily focussed on encouraging private
investment through accelerated and innovative use of its planning and regulatory powers.

The ARA has also played a significant role in the facilitation of government investment in
strategic public works and infrastructure investment across the City of Armadale. Some capital
injections have been made for the purpose of developing public infrastructure.

The small scale of the organisation has determined a useful partnering arrangement with
LandCorp to carry out specific development in ARA areas. The organisation enjoys an effective
and valued relationship with the City of Armadale. The City periodically undertakes specific
public works associated with ARA projects and continue to deal with planning and building
compliance issues.

The agency's legislative role in respect of social and economic wellbeing has also meant that it has
lead or facilitated various initiatives focused on investment attraction and promotion of the
Armadale area, together with an events and project approach to various arts, cultural, indigenous
and recreational and employment related matters. The area is now adjusting to population
growth that will see the City of Armadale comprise an estimated 117,000 people by 2026.

Alignment with Major Government Planning Strate

Western Australian governments have dopled four plans for the Perth region: Stephenson and
Elepbum's in 1955, the Corridor Plan in 1970, Metroplan in 1990 and Network City in 2004. The
first three planning strategies focussed on the rapid expansion of Perth.

Network City is a response to different circumstances and is presented as a response limits to
growth, climate change, loss of biodiversity and changing demography. Guidance is provided in
response to changes in demography, housing choice, urban lifestyles and community concern for
sustainability. The ARA operates within policy and practice settings generally determined by the
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WAPC including the 2004 Network City Statement of Planning Policy (SPP). Network City's - is a
metropolitan planning strategy for Perth and Peel to 2030. The strategy anticipates a 52%
increase on the 2001 population level by 2031, triggering demand for up to 375,000 new homes in
Perth and Peel. The ARA's policies support transit oriented development by capitalising on rail
and bus infrastructure and improving road links, increasing residential densities and retail
expansion and facilitating commercial and education development around the rail service.

In undertaking its functions, the ARA recognises the impact of its actions on land contiguous to
its redevelopment areas which is under the City of Armada le's Local Planning Strategies which
are prepared in conjunction with City's Town Planning Schemes required under the Town
Planning Act 1928. A number of other major Government planning policies influence and guide
the ARA's operations:

a Bale) PI inning Betiet NM i 1 WA
Public Six tin 'l the ARA is hilly aligns I to this whole of Government strategic plan that
aims to ensue that the WA public si clot creates the best opportunities for current and
lu tut c West Austiahans.

6 Hope for the Future: The Western Australian State Systainability Strategyis - a whole of
Government approach to achieve a sustainable tutm e by integrating environmental
protection, social advancement and economic pi °slit nty I he ARA reinforces the
outcomes sought in this Strategy.

Bush Nu cm 2000's a Government policy aimed at identifying and preventing clearing
of remaining vegetation in regionally significant bushland with a target of protecting 10%
of remaining hot Rind. The scheme incorporates reserving and acquiring high priority
sites, negotiated planning solutions and land management agreements. A significant area
of Bush Forever reserve is included in the Wungong site.

0 Liveable N bourlioN Is 1992 - a WAPC design code released to guide sustainable
urban development clip:twos A t out in the State Planning Strategy in Western Australia
to 2029. The code's thud edition continues to operate as a development control policy to
facilitate the development of sustainable communities that take proper account of
cultural and environmental issues. The ARA's local area plans support the code's
susta inability principles. In the case of Wungong, the ARA has replaced this guide with
new planning approach.

Vision

The ARA's vision for the redevelopment of Armadale is "to establish a physical, social and
environmental framework that will enable Armadale to build on its existing strengths and assets and
develop the vibrant, multi-dimensional place of civic, cultural and economic significance that a Strategic
Regional Centre should Ire" 2r

27 Western Australian Planning Commission, Network City - A milestone for Metropolitan Planning, 2003.
" Department of the Premier and Cabinet, 2006.
e1 Department of the Premier and Cabinet, 2003.
" Western Australian Planning Commission, 2000.

Western Australian Planning Commission, Liveable Neighbourh000 Is Design Code, 1997.
Ee Armadale Redevelopment Authority - www.ardWiagnman.

Aveim
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In interpreting the vision that Authority has identified the points of difference that give Armada le
its unique beauty, character and identity and has focussed on innovation and demonstration of
models for more sustainable urban development.

The organisation has used Annual Business Plans to inform ARA activities since 2003. In 2006 the
ARA finalised a five-year Strategic Plan29 for the period 2006 2011. A review of this plan is
anticipated in 2008.

Establishment of a Planning Framework

The principle achievement across the first five years has been to substantially complete the basic
planning framework to guide the development un gazetted ARA redevelopment areas. The
innovative consultative and planning processes applied to this complex task have attracted
significant local and national interest and appear to have strengthened community confidence in
the various planning outcomes.

Within these guiding principles the Authority has worked to resolve various infrastructure,
heritage, commercial environmental, conservational, economic and social development
challenges.

Armadale Redevelopment Scheme and Concept Plan

The first a planning task undertaken by the ARA was to develop the Armadale
Redevelopment Scheme and Concept Plan, to replace the City of Armadale and WA Planning
Commission existing planning schemes operating in the redevelopment areas.

The centrepiece to its planning role is the Armadale Redevelopment Scheme Nan
200430.

The Armadale Redevelopment heme 2004 has as s objectives to:

o aid in the revitalisation of Armadale as an effective strategic regional centre;
o aid in the revitalisation of Kelmscott31 as an effective town and district centre;

encourage development which will contribute to a more diverse and sustainable
economic base in the region, and to an improved range of employment and residential
opportunities that will benefit the existing community and new community members;
encourage development which will respect and build upon the existing qualities of the
municipal district of Armadale, contributing to the creation and maintenance of
attractive, safe and sustainable places that are characterised by high quality planning and
design;
discourage development that would be detrimental to the character of the municipal
district of Armadale, by virtue of its form, scale, operational characteristics and impacts
on local amenity;

29 Armadale Redevelopment Authodly, Sty
30 Sub (tut nth I I imenciments have been
early I hnnn '000
31 Aim Mint, No tied May 23, 2006.
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encourage sustainable development outcomes in accordance with sustainability strategies
adopted by the Authority; and

o encourage the conservation of places of cultural or environmental heritage significance,
including significant vegetation.

The Armadale Redevelopment Scheme covered redevelopment areas based on the City Centre,
Champion Drive, the CALM site, the South Armadale industrial area, Champion Lakes and the
Forrestdale industrial precinct.

In 2005, the Brookclale Redevelopment Scheme was gazetted. The draft Wungong Urban Water
Redevelopment Scheme 2007 (which will repeal the lirookdale Scheme) was gazetted on 29
February 2008.

The Kelmscott Town Centre Redevelopment Scheme was finalised and gazetted as an
amendment to the Armadale Redevelopment Scheme 2004 on 26 May 2006.

Innovation in Place Based Planning

Western Australia's planning system is internationally recognised for its level of forward
planning, sustainable development focus and level of control through all levels of decision-
making. However, there has also been criticism that the framework can lead to monotony and
uniformity due to a 'one code fits all' approach.

Recently the Western Australian Planning Commission (WAPC) has encouraged a more
innovative placed based approach focussed on the use of place based codes.

The ARA has pursued this model as a practical demonstration of policies that ensure variety of
development within a place.

This approach requires that statutory planning provisions provide sufficient guidance to ensure
principal planning objectives are achieved while allowing sufficient flexibility for detailed site
responsive planning to occur.

As the following graphic indicates, the Authority completed an impress'
framework for the development control areas within its jurisdiction.

Section 70 Review the Armadale Redeveloptuem Authority
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Susta inability

Water is a major element in the coastal plain and more generally in the Armada le region and
provides an important design and technical context to the planning and revitalisation tasks of the
ARA.

Much of the City of Armadale sits on a high water table area and includes the headwaters of the
Southern and Serpentine Rivers and Wungong, Brook and the catchment areas for Wungong and
Churchman Brooks. As a consequence sustainability considerations and environmental best
practice have underpinned all of the ARA's projects in land development, energy efficient built
form and in occupier awareness.

The ARA's Sustainability Audit (an Australian first) was launched on 6 May 2005. This takes the
form of an on line assessment tool embedded in Local Area Implementation Plans for
Sustainability (LAIN). It enables owner and developers to self assess against the standard
determined by the Authority. The assessment tool is part of the Development Application
process and forms the basis for assesfing the sustainability of proposed developments and
improving building performance in a iange of areas.

The ARA has developed LAWS for Champion Drive, Champion Lakes, and the Forrestdale
Business Park - these establish a set of sustainable outcomes and determine the best means of
project delivery for subdivision and structure planning. All of these plans support the objectives
of the State Government's Umia le Nei hbourh o s initiative and ensure a co-ordinated
approach to built form, streetscape and building orientation. The plans ensure these estates will
promote best practice sustainability principles in subdivision, structure planning and integrated
building efficiency guidelines.

hi 2006 the Audit was amended to require residences in the Champion Drive precinct to install
and plumb rainwater tanks to toilets and washers, achieve a five star energy rating and
demonstrate 50 per cent use of native plants in the garden.

The Wungong Urban Water Redevelopment project is designed to respond to climate challenges
and to address greenhouse gas emissions by making homes, buildings, infrastructure and
transport more efficient. The project has a design target of 75% reduction in drinking water use
per household.

Cultural Heritage Strategy 2005

In December 2005, the ARA completed its Cultural Heritage Strategy which aimed to ensure that
the cultural heritage significance of places identified and listed in the strategy is appropriately
conserved. The inventory must be taken account of in formulating detailed structure plans and
development proposals on redevelopment land.



A commitment to consultation and straight talk

A distinctive planning approach and model has been applied, based on close engagement with
the community, developer partners and partner agencies.

As part of the "build" of the planning framework for the ARA a significant consultative program
with the City of Armada le and other leading stakeholders and a community with a strong sense
of local ownership and engagement was initiated.

In December 2002 the consultation forum "Have Your Say" attracted 48 participants and 148
written public submissions. The ARA also supported a network of working groups, including the
Community Reference Group and Precinct Committees, to give the community access to
information and decision-making at all levels.

Working with Partners

Memorandums of Understanding with agencies from the three tiers of Government have
supported ARA partnerships as follows:

e City of Armadale/ARA32 sets out the partnership arrangements in implementation of
capital works projects and using the design and project management capacity of the
council, including funding contributions in executing various ARA projects;

Kehnscott Town Centre November 2006 City of Armadale, PTA WA, ARA and
Commissioner of Main Roads a multi agency approach to revitalisation, traffic
management and related planning tasks;

Southern River/ Forrestdale/ Brookdale/ Wungong - promotes co- operation in the
implementation of the Water Management Strategy to preserve and enhance the health of
the local river system between the ARA, EPA, Water and Rivers Commission, WAPC,
City of Armadale, City of Gosnells and the Water Corporation; and

6 ARA /CSt12000 sets out the partnership arrangements to demonstrate best practice in
natural resource management, urban water management and built form integration for
community development in A rmadale.

Collaboration between the ARA, WAPC and Commissioner for Main Roads underpinned the
Champion Lakes development. The Wungong Urban Water Project is a product of partnerships
and cooperation between the CSIRO, Office of the Government Architect, UWA's School of
Architecture, DPI, DEC, Water Corporation, Department of Water, WAPC, landowners and the
City of Armadale.

MCIII016111111 of L`ndersianding, City or Anundnle 4111(111110 11 AIIIII01
Memorandum of tmdershnvliny, Armadnle Rulevelopmenr A I:buoy Q CSIRO, February 2



The City Centre Getting Started

The ARA's initial challenge was to integrate a new $8.3 million Armada le train station with
overall plans to revitalise the city centre. The construction of the new station was funded by the
Government's "Building Better Stations" program. The ARA's first public work was the
construction of the station forecourt on Commerce Road, which was undertaken at the same time
as the station construction. The projects were opened in December 2004. The ARA realigned city
roads by upgrading Commerce Road to include pedestrian crossings, on-street parking and
landscaping and completed substantial road works and traffic measures on Jull Street, Third
Road and the new Whitehead Road.

Design guidelines and planning policies laying the groundwork for the proposed redevelopment
for the City Centre Rail Precinct were completed in November 2004. A structure plan and design
guidelines for the City West precinct was completed in April 2006. These plans actively
incorporate Transit Orientated Design principles by consolidating landholdings, street re-
alignment, streetscape improvements, inner city residential precincts and identifying sites in the
railway reserve for an Australian Technical College and State Government administrative offices.

A number of private residential proposals on strategic sites in the city centre have been
stimulated including the successful marketing of a high density residential site adjacent to the
western forecourt of the train station for a 70 unit apartment building. This complements the
9.7ha City West TOD structure plan area designed to accommodate around 400 new dwellings,

The ARA led the successful bid for an Australian Technical College for Year 11 and 12 students in
Armadale. This initiative reflected the objective of the Armadale Local Area Education Planm to
improve the range and quality of secondary education opportunities in Armadale. Site
identification in the City West Design Guidelines enabled the College to commence operations in
2007. The full campus will be completed in 2008.

Further initiatives arising from the education plan included a proposal for an Education Access
Centre adjacent to the railway station. Initially it was expected the centre would accommodate
the city library, TAFF, Curtin University and offer selected secondary school studies. However a
more modest plan whereby the Swan TAPE proposes to locate in the proposed government
administration building is now being progressed.

The ARA's program to better direct local shopping commitments into the City has involved
overseeing two major shopping centre upgrades and acquiring and on-selling strategic parcels of
land to optimise site assembly. The upgrade of the Armadale Shopping City and the expansion of
Westzone Armadale Central shopping centre will increase retail floor space by more than
23,000m2.

The first phase of these upgrades was opened in December 2006, with full completion of the
projects expected by late 2008. New stores including three major discount department stores,
food courts, speciality shops and a cinema development were all incorporated in these upgrades.

"Tie ARA and Departroan of Educal lonely in fonmtlnlitig this Nan.
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Forrestdale Business Park

The Forrestdale Business Park was identified as an industrial zone to service the needs of
industry and Armada le in the Metropolitan Region Scheme for a number of years prior to the
ARA taking responsibility for it. The land area was held by more than 30 private owners. The
cost involved in bringing infrastructure services to the site was too prohibitive for a single
developer.

The ARA established a developer contribution scheme to plan and fund the infrastructure needed
to bring the business park into being. A Forrestdale Structure Plan to drive the orderly
development of the area was completed in 2006, supported by Local Area Plans for Sustainability
Subdivision and Development Guidelines in 2006.

Site works installing the two major spine roads, drainage systems and sewer services which can
be extended through the park commenced in 2006. The ARA provided up to $10 million in
advance funding for this infrastructure which would enable land owners to subdivide their land
for industrial uses to meet the strong demand for industrial land in Armada le. The ARA also
developed its 2.6 hectare site on Ranford Road - the site was sold to a developer in 2007.

The business park will be a major new focus of economic and employment activity for the region,
with the potential to generate up to 5,000 new jobs.

Champion Lakes

On its establishment, the ARA took control of the PER process commenced by WAPC and the
City of Armada le seeking approval for an international rowing course at Champion Lakes.
Approval was granted in September 2003, followed by clearance under the Aboriginal Heritage
Act 1972 which required the construction of an Interpretive Centre and associated
infra structu re.35

In addition to the rowing lakes and Aboriginal Interpretive Centre, the project included provision
for a white water park, an associated 15 hectare commercial area, a 26 hectare residential
subdivision and public open space and conservation areas including rehabilitation of a Bush
Forever site. The Champion Lakes development includes a 54 hectare conservation wetland area,
of which nearly 33 hectares is permanent open water. Twenty one hectares is set aside for
conservation with extensive revegetation and weed eradication programs being undertaken as
part of the project.

A Management Plan for Nutrients, Irrigation and Water Quality was completed in August 20
The ARA has also developed detailed residential design and development guidelines for
Champion Lakes which support the State Government's Liveable Neighbourhoods policy and
were open for public comment until November 2007.

n Residential f)esien Quid
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The ARA acquired the WAPC's portion of the site in December 2003, for $2.5 million. The
remaining portion which is owned by the City of Armada le was transferred to ARA without
charge. The WAPC committed a grant of $2.5 million to assist in funding infrastructure.

Significant progress has been made on the project with an inaugural regatta officially opening the
Champion Lakes Regatta Centre on 29 April 2007. State 1 of civil works including road works
and drainage was completed in February 2007. Further civil works have been commenced
including landscaping work, drainage swales bridge access to the island, road works, island
services and the construction of pathways and cycle ways around the boundary of the warm up
lake and stockpile removal.

In June 2007 a developer was selected to complete project feasibility for the White Water Park at
Champion Lakes. Initial planning to subdivide the 15 hectare commercial site, including the
White Water Park, was completed to identify development opportunities.

Expenditure for an Aboriginal Interpretive Centre, clubrooms, a banished and ablution faciliti
on the island was approved in the 2007-08 budget. Various works have commenced.

The ARA owns 26 hectares of residential lard within the Champion Lakes project and brought
forward planning and subdivisional approval to produce more than 300 residential lots. This
development will be undertaken by LandCorp and is due for release in 2008.

There is recognition within the ARA that the Champion Lakes project is a relatively high risk
project requiring careful management of technical, financial, environmental, community and
commercial considerations. A high degree of competent operational planning has been applied to
securing initial approvals, coordination of first wave construction and securing financing. The
organisation will need to escalate its approach to facility management to ensure that revenue and
cost assumptions are assured and that appropriate governance arrangements are evaluated and
agreed to provide for legacy management of the site and its various amenities, longer term.

This review proposes that the ARA now complete a detailed facility management evaluation plan fbr
Champion Lakes including:

niterbn event and facility management arrangements for the site;
a 0 management plan for the Aboriginal Interpretive Centre;,

further diligence on the underlying business plan including revenue and cost projections;
6 risk assess me and associated mmiagentent strategies to ensure balanced and best commercial id

community use of the asset in the short, medium and longer term; and
evaluate options for future governance of community amenities and sporting, facilities within the
precinct, once the ANA ceases operation.

Champion Drive (TAFE and High School Site)

The Champion Drive Local Structure Plan to guide hectare Champion Drive subdivision
and development and document the detailed planning undertaken by the ARA was finalised in
September 2006. It was supported by Subdivision and Residential Design Guidelines (2006) and
Detailed Area Plans (2007). These plans established a clear set of sustainable outcomes,
addressed local area conditions and promoted a coordinated approach to built form, streetscape,
sustainability, parking and surveillance. Many environmental and servicing issues were resolved



through these plans enabling the commencement of subdivision and land development by
Land Corp in late 2006.

The majority of this land is in public ownership. The ARA manages a Developer Contribution
Scheme to ensure all landowners contribute equally to infrastructure costs.

This precinct of about 520 dwellings, a primary school and two areas of open space sought to set
new standards in sustainable residential development. The ARA's approach to sustainability
requires Champion Drive residences to install rainwater tanks, achieve a five star energy rating
and demonstrate 50 per cent use of native plants in the garden.

The future of the South East Metropolitan TAR Equine Centre, which is not currently part of the
'precinct, is under review by the Department for Education and Training as residential
development continues to expand into the Westfield/Seville area. Any relocation is unlikely in
the short term.

Wungong Urban Water

The Wungong Master Plan is a unique and visionary residential development to house up to
40,000 people over the next 15 years and is an important part of the ARA's aim to revitalise
Armadale as the strategic regional centre for the south-east corridor. Up to 16,000 housing lots
will be created a substantial housing land bank for Armadale communities of the future.

The project estate was included in the ARA Redevelopment Area as 'Brookdale' in April 2004.
The area encompasses 330 properties owned by around 200 landowners.

Wungong Urban Water (WUW) will be the first large scale fully integrated, place based, mixed
use development in Western Australia and is likely to become the leading development of its type
in Australia. Master planning for Wungong was conducted by the Armadale Redevelopment
Authority in partnership with the CSIRO, within the CSIRO's National Research Flagship 'Water
for a Healthy Country:v. This project is one of only two pilot projects chosen for the CSIRO's
national flagship research program which aimed to achieve the first total urban water
management outcome in WA. The project aims to achieve a 75% reduction in household potable
water use.

Master planning for the area began in early 2004. More than 50 participants were involved in
preparing the draft WUW Master Plan representing the CSIRO, local landholders, the Armadale
community, the City of Armadale and State Government departments. The master plan
demonstrates best practice in sustainable urban development incorporating natural resource
management, water sensitive urban design and energy efficient housing. WUW was also the only
urban development in Australia to be granted Federal Government Water Smart Australia funds
in recognition of its urban water management initiatives.

With Wungong's natural landscape and waterways as a starting point, the master plan has
includes a complementary range of lot sizes and housing types that creates an attractive sense of
character for Wungong and signals a new approach to urban living. The project has been

(NIRO Healthy Country National Research Flt
mcthmm
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developed to this stage in collaboration with 36 public and private sector organisations and
stakeholders.

The estate Master plan (released in June 2007) showcases contemporary water sensitive and
energy efficient designs in addition to community parks along avenues of eucalypt lined public
open space radiating from the Wungong River. Development will recognise its Aboriginal and
European cultural history and be a model to guide future development in Western Australia and
nationally.

Planning has made the most of WUW's rural h .acter and natural assets waterways, bushland,
trees and views to the hills. The area will have a range of housing and lot types to appeal to a
broad range of prospective residents and will retain historically significant elements and have
strong links to the Armada le city centre.

Due to the area's high water table and other environmental considerations, a key objective for the
ARA was to determine the best development options that reduce costs and undertake tasks from
a regional perspective that individual developers would otherwise have to complete as part of the
approval process.

Sustainability objectives for Wungong include:

minimising the use of scheme water;
minirmising traffic impact;

o water-sensitive urban design;
minimising requirements for heating, cooling, lighting and enei
protecting waterways and wetlands;

o maximising biodiversity and native landscapes;
water recycling; and
efficiency in the built form.

y;

To ensure orderly and proper planning, the ARA has facilitated the precinct's major statutory
approvals, including environmental approvals, Aboriginal heritage approvals, the provision of
services and new urban water management systems. EPA environmental clearances have been
secured.

A developer contribution scheme will be introduced to pre-fund the early provision of
infrastructure. It has also sought subdivisional approval powers from WAPC to streamline the
development process and is currently arranging for the secondment of the DPI planner to provide
for this role on an embedded basis.

The ARA has involved major developers closely in master ming to maximise bility to
gain early approvals of structure plans once master planning s complete. To date, 3 iterations
have been formally lodged by one major developer for consideration.

The first land release will occur in during 2009.

The Wintgong Urban Water project is a long run project expected to CO/ Or several years beyond the
nominated termhtation date for the ARA. This review recommends that the A uthwity develop options for
the flaunt governance of the Development Control Area as part of its broader nornadisation planning tasks.
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Kelmscott Town Centre

In January 2005 the 13.7 hectare western portion of the Kelmscott Town Centre was added to the
Armadale Redevelopment Area for revitalisation.

The concept plan for the western part of the Kelmscott Town Centre and the accompanying
Amendment No. 6 to the Armadale Redevelopment Scheme were released for public comment
from late January to 10 March 2006. Kelmscott Town Centre was the subject of an Enquiry-by-
Design Workshop in 2002. Options for redevelopment were examined and subsequently
formalised into a concept plan, scheme amendment, cultural and heritage strategy and design
guidelines in 2006. A redevelopment framework is now in place to better connect east and west
Kelmscott via a grade separated rail crossing at Davis Road and to upgrade public and private
facilities.

The non-statutory concept plan and statutory Redevelopment Scheme Amendment are intended
to provide the framework to guide new public and private investment in Kelmscott to revitalise
this historic centre. Amendment 6 was finalised in May 2006 and provisions for Kelmscott
incorporated into the Armadale Redevelopment Scheme.

Implementation of the concept plan has commenced with the construction of a signalised
intersection and pedestrian improvements at the Page Road / Albany Highway intersection. The
Public Transport Authority is proceeding with an upgrade to the Kelmscott rail station. The
concept plan provides a context for transit supportive development to enhance this upgrade.
Various site and landscape works commenced in 2007. The old library and child health clinic
were demolished to provide for redevelopment in the station precinct. In general terms the
Kelmscott centre is to be redeveloped to offer the range of facilities associated with a district
centre, and to address a range of safety, amenity and access considerations.

CALM Site and South Armada le

The ARA has not pursued redevelopment of the o areas due to changes in land use and/or
ownership.

At the time the ARA became responsible for the South Armadale site, was expected that the
former state brickworks (now Austral Bricks) would rationalise their buffer land holdings.
instead, the brickworks were upgraded to meet higher environmental standards. The ARA has
been working with the site owners to preserve the dust room which has high social and historical
significance, containing machinery dating back to the 1920s. It is expected that the South
Armadale site may be removed from the ARA Scheme in the future if the owners of the brick
works fail to commit to a land rationalisation program.

The CALM site was identified as a mixed-use development in the ARA Concept Plan in 2004.
Subsequently the site was included in master planning for the expansion of the Armadale
Kelmscott hospita111. The site will be acquired by the Department for Health and removed in clue
course from the ARA Scheme.

---------,,,
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Promoting Social and Economic Development

The ARA is challenged through its statute to extend its planning and infrastructure role to
address broader social and economic development opportunities for local communities and
citizens.

Numerous ARA projects were identified as having positive social and economic impacts for the
area. Some are shaped by the broader approach of the ARA to place based planning and the
creation and renewal of community infrastructure. Others are project based and involve
investment attraction or the facilitation of local employment such as the Forrestdale Business
Park.

Some initiatives look to build resilience and community skills and include the role of the ARA in
supporting the establishment of an Australian Technical College or the incorporation on an
Aboriginal Interpretive Centre at Champion Lakes.

The creation of a world class rowing and aquatic facility at that site is illustrative of leverage
that can be achieved when $37M of transport, infrastructure and recreational planning is well
coordinated.

An impressive array of projects, sponsorships and investment in social and economic
development is described in the various Annual Reports of the Authority since it commenced
operation in 2002. A selection of initiatives include:

securing funding for an Aboriginal Interpretive centre at Champion Lakes;
the Minnawarra Festival Arts Awards and Perth International Arts Festival events;

6 Aboriginal employment provisions and preferences in various infrastructure projects
commissioned through the ARA;
sponsorship (with the City of Armadale) of a Connected Communities community
information portal;

O a 2 year Lease to ArtSource WA of premises in Railway Rd Kelmscott;
sponsorship of the first annual NAIDOC Week art exhibition sponsored in 2005. The
exhibition showcased the vast Western Australian Aboriginal talent at Armadale, a
significant centre of [rad it ional Nyoongar culture;
establishment of the annual Moorjd itch Mar-daa Award as the State's leading indigenous
art and craft award;
preparation of a Cultural Heritage Strategy in 2005 to ensure that the cultural heritage
significance of places identified and listed in the strategy are appropriately conserved.
The strategy is used in deliberations on detailed structure plans and development
proposals submitted on land within the redevelopment area;
a study of the perceptions and expectations of the local community adjacent to the
Champion Lakes redevelopment area which produced a range of alternative urban street
designs using prototype software called Public Participation CIS Tool;

o planning for youth amenities and facilities adjacent to the Armadale city centre and rail
reserve; and
initiation of feasibility studies for a farmers' market, contemporary cultural centre and
youth film festival.
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Measuring the Impact, Performance and Progress of the ARA

The 2006-07 Annual Report of the ARA provides a detailed treatment of the agency's
performance against its Key Performance Indicators from both an effectiveness and efficiency
perspective. The published and audited measures show sustained performance by the authority
and that it is well regarded by its stakeholders.

Performance reported against most specific measures is at or ahead of target levels and reflects
well on the focus applied by the Board, management and staff of the Authority to the business
and its outputs. Most measures reported also reflect year on year improvements in target levels of
activity. A number of efficiency measures using cost to output cost indicators reflect excellent
productivity and related cost efficiencies as work volumes handled by the staff increase.

The planning and facilitation activities of the agency will also leverage direct wholesale
investment in the City of Armada le of around $7.3 over time. The scale of prospective private
sector investment is described in the 2007 ARA Project Master Plan as follows:
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costs of $190,000).

An additional view of the transformation of the broader Armada le community is found in the
time series data associated with valuation of residential and non residential building approvals.
This is a useful indicator of economic growth as measured by building investment across the City
of Armadale and shows in excess of $550M of building approvals since the ARA Redevelopment
Scheme was brought down in 2004.
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Effectiveness Indicators

In assessing its effectiveness the ARA relies on a comprehensive and independently conducted
survey focused on stakeholder perspectives of its role and impact. The survey sample is derived
from random sampling of both residences and businesses within the City of Armadale through
telephone interviews. The 2007 survey was completed between June 26 and July 9, 2007.

Residential Participants

A total of 390 interviews were completed out of a random sample of 1219 residents from the
Armadale area - a response rate of 32%. A sample of this size from the residential population of
the Armadale area results in a maximum survey error of ±4.93% at the 95% confidence level.

Business Participants

330 interviews were completed out of a random sample of 541 businesses from the Armadale area
- a response rate of 61%. A sample of this size from the business population of the Armadale area
results in a maximum survey error of ±4.97% at the 95% confidence level.
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Costs Lot Given In 2006-07 336 lots were given subdivision
Subdivision Approval approval from a cost base of $3.139M at an

average cost per lot of $9,345. The Author ay
has set a target of $7,000 per lot the
measure reflects the increase in processing
efficiency as the volume of applications
increases.
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Financial Performance

Funding for the ARA is mainly sourced from the Consolidated Fund, with some supplementary
revenues from asset sales. While the Authority was not gifted any Crown Land on establishment
it has acquired some strategic land holdings (primarily in Champion Lakes, small holdings in the
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Forrestdale Business Park and in the Armada le City Centre Railway Reserve). Subsequent asset
sales have provided a limited degree of project and financial flexibility to the ARA.

The financial performance of the agency is in line with its budget planning and associated
expectations. In 2006-07 total revenues from ordinary activities of $25.211M were reported against
a total cost of services of $36.532.M.

Significantly, the Authority was established in a context where (unlike other development
authorities in the metropolitan area) the vast majority of land within its jurisdiction was alienated
or otherwise in private ownership. There were no initial grants of crown land upon which to
establish future cash flows to fund its operations. The ARA also had no borrowing allocation to
acquire and develop land to generate revenue to undertake its redevelopment activities. The
expectation was that its activities were to be funded through the Consolidated Fund. The
inevitable consequence for the Authority of this construct was that the agency was unlikely to
ever be financially self sufficient nor have the discretionary financial capacity to proactively
commit to project opportunities outside of the budget funding process.

The practical effect is that investment proposals endorsed by the Minister, Board and
Management require further evaluation as part of the more general budget disciplines of
government departments funded from the Consolidated Fund a requirement that has at times
led to tensions between the Department of Treasury and Finance and the organisation on project
priorities and the evaluation process. Having said that, the organisation has been successful in
securing significant State Government support for its major projects in each financial year of its
operation. Invariably some delays in speed to market of projects can occur where projects require
evaluation outside of the Consolidated Fund budget cycle.

The agency has adopted a clear focus on the ways in which accelerated and focused use of its
planning powers could be mobilised to achieve a range of innovative or better outcomes for the
Armadale community. This has required acquisition, open market or resumption, and sale of land
assets as part of the planning and development process. In the main, the characteristic operating
approach of the Authority has been to use market mechanisms (including acquisition) and to
work closely with owners and developers to apply developer contributions to the redevelopment
task where shared infrastructure was required to facilitate development.

On reflection, an initial equity injection at commencement, supported by borrowing capacity for
commercial projects may have provided a simpler and more transparent mechanism for the
financial operation of the Authority.
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Financial Position

In 2006-2007 the agency reported total assets of $27.904M and total liabilities of $21.020M. The
cumulative total equity position is reported as $6.8 million.

otal Citilent Assets 550 816 2,826 217793,568 7556

total Non C w tent A'st is 161 159 1,784 5,18,1 5541 1125

Total Assets 114 988 ' 7,391. 8,007 11087 27001

I (gal C Intent Ltabilsttes I 15 107 400 9,061 3825 180192

otal Non C to tent Lidinlitie) 0 19 7,370 366 dill') 2933

I Dial Liabilities 126 r 313 3,12/ 1,220 t1934 11010

Net Assets 987 665 1,612 -1,580 1851 688

1111 i1 Equih 587 669 4,611 1,980 1851 6854

Investment Focus the 2007-08 Budget

Key A RA capital works commitments approved in the 2007-2008 State Budget included;

$13.8million for the Champion Lakes development, including the construction of a boat
shed and club house, a recreational lake and surrounding infrastructure requirements, an
Aboriginal Interpretive Centre and the development of part of the land surrounding the
lake for commercial opportunities;
$2.6million for improvements to the Armadale city centre street network and urban
upgrade west of the rail station;
an additional $3million at the Forrestdale Business Park to provide core infrastructure to
facilitate private development. ARA is partnered with LandCorp in the provision of a
general and light industrial and commercial precinct to maximise employment and
economic outcomes in the Armadale area;

6 $imillion for improvements to civil amenities in Kelmscott; and
$600,000 for servicing and subdivision of land in the Armadale Rail Precinct to create
residential site to support a Transit Orientated Development.

Carryover and developer contribution scheme revolving funds added a further $6 million. In
August 2007, the state government allocated $12.5 million over 3 years to seed fund the Wungong
Urban Water developer contribution scheme. Federal funding of $6.2 million has also been
secured for Wungong.)

In addition, the A RA's partner agency LandCorp has committed $37M into residential
developments at Champion Lakes and Seville Grove.
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Audit Outcomes

The Auditor General in his reports for the years ending June 2004, 2005, 2006 and 2007 confirm
that the financial statements" of the Armada le Redevelopment Authority are based on proper
accounts and present fairly the financial position of the Authority and its financial performance
and cash flows for the year ended on that date, The unqualified Audit opinion also confirms that
the:

ARA's financial statements are in accordance with applicable Accounting Standards and
other mandatory professional reporting requirements in Australia and the Treasurer's
Instructions;

o controls exercised by the Authority provide reasonable assurance that the receipt,
expenditure and investment of moneys, the acquisition and disposal of property, and the
incurring of liabilities have been in accordance with legislative provisions; and that
key effectiveness and efficiency performance indicators of the Authority are relevant and
appropriate to help users assess the Authority's performance and fairly represent the
indicated performance for the year ended 30 June 2006.

Skills and Capability

The Armada le Redevelopment Authority has no employment powers of its own and is
principally staffed by officers seconded to it under a service level agreement with the Western
Australia Land Authority (Land Corp). The agency operates with 17 staff and contractors direct
employee costs of $0.797M were reported in 2006-07.

A number of contract planning personnel are employed to assist in the processing of planning
and development applications and control.

The organisation is also in the process of negotiating the secondment of a statutory plat vier from
DPI to address specific sub-divisional approvals and processing tasks.

In 2006-07 the agency spent $ 1.218M in consultants and contractors, up 84

plus a further $0.442M for estate marketing and maintenance.
prior year,

The organisation's operations are conducted with a mix of tenured staff, contractors and
consultants. This pattern of operation is likely to continue and requires the organisation to
maintain strong project management disciplines to ensure the performance and outcomes
produced by consulting and specialist partners meet expectations.

An important and valued innovation has been to establish a retained position of City Architect.
The intent here has been to inject consistent built form and best design practice advice early in the
planning cycle. The City Architect works closely with proponent developers and ARA project
staff. It is anticipated that the role will increase in importance in circumstances where the design
aspects of development applications require assessment and specialist input.

hmancial Services far thi Ann uliii Ittedevelopment Authority are provided by LandCerp and
agreement between the two i le Ins Mims. Asa consequence the Chief Financial Officer for the A
l.andCorp.
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The depth and expertise base of the organisation is heavily weighted towards planning and
infrastructure disciplines and competencies. In discussion with the management team it is
evident that the nature and mix of some of this work is changing, especially where various master
planning processes are concluding and as the organisation adjusts to a more regulatory and
processing role as Development Applications are lodged and require assessment against scheme
requirements and policies. Other challenges for the ARA exist where its task turns to facility and
asset management (such as may be required at Champion Lakes on an interim basis),
coordination of infrastructure projects and the management of community information programs.

Elsewhere this document has described the way in which the organisation has addressed aspects
of its economic and social development charter. The range of achievements identified is
commendable given that the organisation is not well resourced to tackle economic and social
development themes, other than in a selective project or event based context. While the
organisation has reasonable depth in planning, infrastructure and project competencies it may
wish to consider further investment in economic and social development competencies if the
range of ARA activities is to further expand in the coming years.

For the organisation and its workforce a critical issue is to ensure that key personnel are retained
to complete the tasks ahead. While the organisation has a 4 year period yet to run all staff are
retained under term contractual arrangements. These arrangements give no certainty beyond
December 31, 2011. It is also expected that there will be transitional risks to be managed from
2010 onwards where employee and corporate knowledge will be a central consideration. A
strategy will need to be developed with Land Corp (who acts as the employer of all ARA staff) to
ensure best employee and continuity outcomes are achieved.

The need to retain staff to complete the Armada le agenda and to address a growing workload in
respect of development applications and project activities is evident. The organisation may also
wish to strengthen its investment in social and economic activities and projects (subject to
resourcing) in the next 2-3 years.

The Review recommends that the AM develop a HR and capacity plan (in conjunction with LandCorp) to
address the ARA 's Mute business and workforce retention requirements to ensure ippropriate resourcing
until the task of the ARA is complete.

Governance and the ARA Board

The Board is the ABA's governing body and barged with ensuring the ARA performs its
functions in accordance with the provisions of the Act and other laws governing the conduct of
corporate entities.

The Board has a number of specific statutory responsibilities set out in the Act. se include the
bringing clown of a redevelopment scheme (completed in 2004) and the maintenance of the
scheme (11 amendments have been finalised with a 12th scheme amendment now in process).

Board member continuity across the past five years and the range of skills and competencies
represented in the composition of the Board has strengthened the governance and strategic
leadership role of the Board in the operation of the ARA.
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The Board is held in high regard by the range of stakeholders with whom this review was able to
consult. Working relationships with the Minister are clear and valued. This is also a strong and
confident relationship between the Board and the Executive Director.

Governance aspects of the relationship between the City and ARA have been carefully managed,
to the benefit of both entities.

Practical working arrangements have been developed to overcome onerous conflict of interest
requirements determined by the Local Government Act 1995 as may have constrained the effective
participation of Board members who are also Councillors with the local authority. This is
achieved by ARA Board delegating all ARA planning decisions to a Board Sub Committee. The
Council members of the ARA Board are not members of this committee and take no part in its
deliberations or decisions taken under delegation from the ARA Board. The practical effect of this
is a clear separation of rote and a structural solution to prospective conflict within the Local
Government domain. This arrangement enables the City of Armada le's "representatives" on the
Board, (the Mayor and Chairman of Council's Development Services Committee); to retain their
right to vote (after declaring a non-financial interest) on associated matters when the City of
Armada le meets. Members are well aware of the responsibilities of their separate roles and
manage the requirements of confidentiality versus contribution well.

The provisions of the Financial Administration and Audit Act 1985 govern the ARA's approach to
financial administration, audit and management of its finances.

The Board complied with all the statutory requirements set out in this Act. Satisfactory Audit
outcomes have been reported in each year of operation.

The Board maintains the policy, with respect to responding to a Ministerial Direction, to comply
with the provisions of the Statutory Corporations (Liability of Directors) Act 1996. No directions have
been received during the life of the organisation.

In addition to statutory responsibilities, the Board provides strategic roles for the ARA focused
on:

a business direction;
corptirate standards;
policies and decision frameworks; and
advice to the Minister and Government.

In line with good Board governance practice, the Board has dablis d 3 subcommi
particular focus and expertise to be applied to.

Audit and Risk;
4/ Planning and Development Control; and
O Staff Resources.
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Community Reference Group

Unique to the ARA, the Community Reference Group (established under Section 63 of the Ad)
assists the Authority by obtaining a broad cross - section of community views on matters relating
to the performance of its functions.

Initially the CRC had a clear role in the process of consulting the community about the future
vision for Armadale. Its role since the 2004 Redevelopment Scheme was gazetted has been less
clear. Members observe that at times its deliberations have been dogged by attendance issues and
fluid membership. Management and CRC members have moved to address these challenges and
CRC now has a clearer understanding of its role and a more effective relationship with the Board.

Its principal role was seen as a conduit between the community and the ARA a role informed by
its broad community links. In recent times the CRG has focussed on event and project based
activities and has an important role in shaping and supporting initiatives such as the Resilient
Communities, the Film Festival and other cultural projects.



4.0 Business Issues and Stakeholder Perspectives

This section highlights a range of business issues and stakeholder perspectives that reflect on the
experience of the ARA to date and inform the need for the continuation of the Act and the
functions of the ARA.

Management Perspectives

a The ARA is piloting a number of innovations in its planning frameworks, notably the use
of place planning approaches at Wungong and more generally through the application of
a sustainability audit tool for development applications. The management leadership
recognises that these innovations will need sustained promotion and articulation of the
case for change and of the value that is added to planning process and outcomes. Close
liaison with industry associations, consulting houses and proponent organisations is
advised to ensure that the intent of the various innovations are fully understood and
valued.

a There is also a case for ensuring that the housing market, especially the prospective
owner occupier, can see and experience in practical terms the beneficial impact of good
built form and well planned living environments. A recently announced joint initiative
with Land Corp involving the selection of 11 builders to construct a range of
demonstration homes at Seville Grove is an excellent example of the technique the agency
can continue to apply to promote and demonstrate that affordability, sustainability and
good design objectives can meet and lead market expectations.

* Discussions with ARA Management focussed on the changing nature of the ARA role
and services, particularly as the organisation becomes more closely engaged with the
assessment and processing of Development Applications. 83 Development Applications
were determined in 2006-07, up from 58 in the prior year and 20 in the 2004-05 year. The
organisation anticipates an 18-20% increase in work volumes in this area each year.

Elsewhere the review has also observed new demands being placed on the Authority to
provide facility management services at Champion Lakes, staffing for ranger services and
a sports development role. These are roles that align with the economic and social
development role of the Authority, or are consequential to the creating of new
community facilities and amenities. The specialisations described are quite different from
the planning and project expertise characteristic of the majority of the ARA workforce
and management.

a The organisation is currently finalising a secondment from DPI to facilitate subdivisional
approvals. This is a function the ARA can provide over land it owns however the vast
majority of land likely to pass through the development application process in future will
attach to privately owned land. Secondment of a DPI officer (with an appropriate
delegation) will enable this specific approval role to be discharged on site with evident
time and process efficiencies.

t6aM76:6#

Competition from the South West Metro corridor and South West region more generally
for industrial and residential developments and associated investment is evident. The
agency anticipates that it will need to continue to promote (with assistance from the City
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of Armada le and local business interests) the points of difference for locating business
and associated investment in Armadale.

Working with the City of Armada le

Council Officers provided detailed comments and input to the review emphasising that the City
invited and welcomed the formation of the ARA. Their feedback clearly values the working
relationships and performance of their partners at the ARA.

Council management noted that the Authority has established an excellent working relationship
with the City at all levels. Regular briefings of Council (attended by the ARA Chair, Board
members and Executive Director) are held as information exchanges. The Chairman and Mayor
have an excellent working relationship partnered by regular structured meetings between the
CEO and the Executive Director of the ARA.

The Authority has engaged local business, landowners and Government agencies accelerating
development of the central City area.

Key projects scheduled at the establishment of the ARA (Tonkin Highway, Champion Lakes,
Forrestdale Business Park, Armadale Railway Station) are now either complete or well advanced.
The City's own North Forrestdale residential scheme has "taken off" and augurs well for the
development of the Wungong Urban Water project. If the rate of growth in Wungong reflects that
experienced in the North Forrestdale area, normalisation of services will commence within the
next 2 years.

Section 71 of the Act establishes that the Act expires on 31 December 2011. Council staff noted this
date may be premature in view of the long lead time of some of the projects currently underway
(notably Wungong) and without some early clarity on what continuing governance or
management structure might be considered. There was also concern that key ARA personnel
would seek alternative employment in advance of the deadline and thereby tend to jeopardise the
continuing functioning of the ARA.

In considering the effectiveness of the operations of the Authority, Council staff emphasise
number of strengths and learn ings from the operations of the past five years:

The City has welcomed the work of the ARA in encouraging and facilitating
development. Some of the developments currently occurring would clearly not have been
as advanced without the ARA and the support of the State government. However, in a
number of instances the desire of the ARA to pursue a range of often conflicting priorities
may have compromised the main objective. For instance the need to establish a
sustainability auditing process and develop new residential design codes has been
expensive and will have on-going administrative servicing costs.

® There could be further benefits in harmonising processes e planning area to void
developing separate systems the City has experience with Developer Contribution
Schemes which may be leveraged in the implementation of these arrangements.
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The ability of the ARA to engage quality specialist dvice at short notice as required
provides a considerable benefit to projects.

It is observed that the ARA commitment to consultation and the establishment of a
number of Precinct Advisory Committees may have been overdone, especially as some
committee structures have generally met only very occasionally.

The emphasis of the Act on delivering "social development" has been difficult to deliver
in practice as insufficient resources have been available to apply to this objective.

A number of joint construction projects are seen to have worked well and were effectively
coordinated however the long-term management of infrastructure is not seen a strength
of the ARA as the organisation's technical skills lie with planning and project facilitation.

Advice from Council staff is that transition management plans (e.g. Champion Lakes) or
planning to facilitate the normalisation of new urban areas should be an ARA priority for
the future. The City is well known in Western Australian local government circles for its
progressive commitment to long run capital and financial planning processes to ensure
long term revenue, cost and service expectations are embedded in the City's forward
planning.

More generally there is a view that some aspects of the City's role as an approving
Authority have not been fully understood (especially in the separation of planning
approval and building licence functions) and that the potential of accelerated
development in Wungong may present in infrastructure and service challenges.

There is also a recognition that workload impacts from anticipated growth (notably
Wungong) and some long term costs of some initiatives don't appear to be fully
appreciated and consequently there is a risk of establishing long run service and cost
legacies for the City to manage. There is however confidence that the strength of the
working arrangements between the Council and the ARA will continue to address and
resolve risks and benefits in the development of the City.

Council officers suggest that the City's focus towards the ARA in the coming
increasingly be to address normalisation themes. The City administration would also
welcome further progress on a Management Strategy for Champion Lakes (including
progress on the interpretative centre); the importance of the Education Learning Centre as a
concept worthy of further investment, a diligent approach to the provision of Regional
Recreation Facilities to meet growth associated with Wungong and opportunities associated
with office accommodation and facilities for government departments located in central
Armadale.
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Business, Developer and Owner Perspectives

With guidance from the ARA, the review approached and interviewed a number or proponents
and owners to inform views on the effectiveness of the Authority. The Review also revisited the
findings of the 2007 conducted by the Authority across the Armada le business community.

In the 2007 survey 330 respondents from the business community rated Armada le as performing
better in 2007 compared with the previous year on each of the following factors:

variety of shopping currently available;
number of job opportunities for people;
number of new businesses;
level of government support to help new and existing businesses in Armadale;
level of private investment in Armada le to boost the local economy; and

a support networks for local Armada le businesses to get together and identify new
opportunities.

Other key findings included:

93 per cent of businesses either expected to increase their number of employees or stay
the same in the next 12 months;
94 per cent of businesses either expected business y to improve or stay the same in
the next 12 months;

77 per cent of business operators believed Armada le had a strong identity that people
could relate to; and
68 per cent of business operators believed Armada le offered good opportunities
businesses to start up or move into the area.

In interviews conducted by this review the following point
the operating experience of doing business with the ARA.

ere cons ntly made in relati

The ARA is a key element is the evident success and revitalisation of Armadale.

The underlying sentiment expressed was that progress "would not have happened
without the ARA". Most also identified and applauded the leadership provided by the
Minister to the revitalisation challenge facing business and the broader Armada le
community.
At a technical level, developer organisations identified a reasonable alignment between
the planning framework and principles adopted by the ARA and project commerciality.
Most organisations working on retail development opportunities and projects saw
anticipated population growth, access to good infrastructure (especially rail) and
opportunities for successful retail strategy as shaping the City of Armada le as a preferred
investment site.



Retail oriented developers were focused on strengthening of retail enities and the
range of shopper options in Armada le as a precondition to attracting shoppers into the
area from other catchments such as Cannington.
Retail developers and owners also looked to the ARA and the Council to continue to
market and promote the City especially where strategies to promote vibrancy and points
of difference could be effectively deployed.
The staff of the Authority is well respected by the stakeholders interviewed valued for
their integrity and willingness to engage on design and planning policies ^2 The ARA is
seen as meeting industry standards in the review of Development Approvals to a 30 day
average although there is some appreciation that this aspect of the organisation will come
under greater workload pressure in the next 2-3 years.
A particular strength of the ARA model was identified as the interaction between its
commercial and residential planning strategies, together with investment in enhanced
rail, access and traffic planning. A number of references were made to experience in other
sites where the focus was primarily on the commercial precinct planning, with little
regard to its interaction with adjacent residential precincts and community facilities.
Some commentary was provided to the effect that the ARA's focus on sustainability
themes (especially in the residential context) would require promotion. Particular
emphasis was given to the need to continue to demonstrate that affordability objectives,
place planning, smart design and other considerations were able to be practically
resolved and accepted by the market as desirable characteristics of contemporary
residential development.
Some respondents observed that the ARA had (of necessity) made extensive use of
consultants in technical and planning roles at a time when the broader WA consulting
and associated technical industry was stretched well beyond capacity. The consequence
was (in some cases) that full value for money may not have been realised as some
supplier firms struggled to retain personnel or adequately staff work in Armadale and
elsewhere.
The senior staff of the ARA play an effective coordinating role with other government
agencies, particularly those within the Planning and Infrastructure portfolio.

Comm unity Perspectives

The Consultant met keholders involved in the A rmadale community and its development
and reviewed in detail the output from the 2007 community survey conducted by the Authority.

The 2007 ARA survey results indicate that 66% of resident respondents agree that the ARA
effectively assists the social development of the area up from a baseline of 60.8% in 2004-05.

In stakeholder interviews conducted by this review the ARA was seen as a good developer that is
making tremendous progress towards achieving its vision. Many A RA projects are seen as great
and exciting. Consistent references were made to:

the overall Armadale redevelopment and revitalisation of the city centre;
the associated economic benefits and business opportunities;
significant improvement in Armad ale's image within and outside the comm.
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improving education outcomes and opportunities particularly for indigenous students;
and

attracting more cultural events from within and outside the local community.

This segment of ARA stakeholders supports the continuation of the ARA and the Act. There is a
keen and optimistic view of the ARA's future and a sense that the ARA has or will put in place
the conditions that support a rejuvenated, vibrant and sustainable community.

Continuation with the task and role of the ARA will ensure that a range of revitalisation benefits
towards which successive governments and the ARA have been working, are secured and
achieved in a timely manner.
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5.0 Future Options for the ARA and Possible Amendments to
Armada le Redevelopment Authority Act 2001

Findings

The effectiveness of the operations of the ARA over its first five years of operation is
demonstrated against a range of financial, technical. and performance observations.

A key achievement is that major planning frameworks are in place in the priority Development
Control areas within the ARA's jurisdiction.

To date the ARA has also been able to mobilise approximately $75M of state government
investment into the area covered by its operations the current agency estimate is that this will
leverage wholesale investment by owners and proponents of around $7.013 over the development
life of the various development control areas within the ARA jurisdiction. A new business park at
Forrestdale will be a major new focus of economic and employment activity for the region, with
the potential to generate up to 5,000 new jobs. An additional view of the transformation of the
Armadale community is found in city wide data associated with valuation of residential and non
residential building approvals. This is a useful and tangible indicator of economic growth as
measured by building investment43. To June 30, 2007 in excess of $550M of building approvals
had been issued since the ARA Redevelopment Scheme was gazette(' in 2004.

The key projects, governance and normalisation themes that will need to be addressed or
resolved before a final transition plan can be presented to government include.

Facility Management and Governance for Champion Lakes;
O Options for Wungong Governance beyond 2011;

Normalisation and working with the Council; and
* Capacity and Capability matters to ensure the Authority is able to retain its key person

across the next five years.

Legislatio n

The Act is well structured and
ARA.

ppm! the operating experience and requirements of the

Scope remains for extensions to the current boundaries or develo
the Authority should the need emerge.

nt control areas covered by

Similarly in areas where the planning task is complete, or where further development is unlikely
there is scope to remove development control areas or precincts from the jurisdiction of the ARA
(known as normalisation). The effect is to reinvest planning and development control functions
with the City of Armadale, e, or other state government organisations, as appropriate.

Soorco A r mad ale Red
is not confined to areas unf

soft
la lent Authority, Annual 17.9h City of Ar madnlean
the direct planning control of
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Legislative Matters

The technical operation of the Act was reviewed with ARA management in the course of this
review. No substantial flaws in the Act were identified.

eair
Section 1/(3) of the Act
«dun es the ARA to obtain

the Mini der's omit oval for
any iamb act 01 alt angement
whoe the t onskiemtion
mreeds $1 million. Ministerial
approvals are tabled in the
Western Australian
Pat 'lament.

Set Hon 11 Employment of
Staff by the Authority

This clause enables the
Authority to make
arrangements with other
government employers for the
full or part time services of
officers or employees.

The ARA is not able to
employ staff in its own right.

Having egaid to the
pu tenie and tole of the

Bond and the natme and
scale of won KS at the ARA a
mote cunt( mpotaly and
realistic commercial limit of
say $5,000,000 may be I
appropriate.

No change is recommended

The $1,001000 cap MN 101 S a
tkill II omen( established in
1901 lot TETA at 'let bon NM
(it that Act A Lamb] level as
applies at the Mid land
Redevelopment Authority
Consideration could be given
to a more contemporary
threshold, should an
appropriate legislative
opporm nity present.

Amendment does not seem
warranted as the Authority
has a statutory life until
December 31, 2011.

All ARA staff are employ(/'
under the provisions of the
WA Land Authority Act 1997
(LandCorp). A Review
recommendation is mark to
address skills and capacity
planning for the ARA with
I andCorp, including Route
at igements for
deployment of specialist Tall

h as rangers, spot ts
development faeilitatots,
community development and
youth workers as may
t t (lofted by the ARA's social
and economic development
Joie Personnel with these
p« tails( skills are not
outmely employed by
andCorp.



Options for the Future

The ARA is expected to complete its core tasks within its current legislative life and will need to
apply procedures described under Section 71 of the Act as it comes into the 2011 calendar year, or

Section 71 enables extension of the term of the Authority, or wind up of its affairs, subject to a
process involving review of the case for change and a requirement for consultation with the City
of Armadale.

This review recommends that three options be evaluated across the next 18 months to ensure that an
orderly transition towards a preferred option is achieved. The options are:

continue Operations - if it is considered that there is still an ongoing role for a redevelopment
authority in the Armadale area then the life of the ARA could be extended to continue to service
any residual roles. On a rolling basis development control areas (or locations areas within each
area could be "normalised" as the redevelopment task concludes.
Transfer if by 2011 it is considered there is still an ongoing role for a redevelopment authority
in the Armadale area then residual roles could be taken up by any new, redevelopment authority as
may be legislated for by that time. The normalisation actions described in 1 above may impact the
scale and scope of any transferred roles.
Wind U under this option any residual roles could be taken on through new structures as may
have been specifically agreed for Wungong and Champion Lakes and more generally by transfer
of other responsibilities to Local and State Government entities such as the City of Armadale,
DPI/WAPC., LandCorp and other existing government agencies, as appropriate.

Section 70 Review of the
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Appendix 1 Terms of Reference and Approach

The terms of reference for this review are determined by the provisions of Section 70 of the
Armadale Redevelopment Act 2001.

Section 70(1)

The Minister is to carry out a review of the operation and effectiveness of this Act as soon as is practicable
after the expiration of 5 years from its commencement, and in the course of that review the Minister is to
consider and have regard to:

(a) the effectiveness of the operations of the Authority:
(b) the need of the continuation of the functions of the Authority and the continuation of this Act; and
(c) any other matters that appear to the Minister to be relevant to the operation and effectiveness of

this Act.

Section 70(2)

The Minister is to prepare a report based on the reviao made under subsection (1) and, as soon as is
practicable after the report is prepared, cause it to be laid befbre each House of Parliament.

Report Process and Acknowledgements

This report was finalised in February 2008 by Cressida Consulting Pty Ltd, with input from the
Board and Staff of the ARA, representatives from the ARA Community Reference Group and the
City of Armadale and a range of community, business and government stakeholders".

The consultant wishes to acknowledge the contributions of all who gave generously of their time
with insights and observations on the operations of the ARA to date and provided thoughtful
views on the future outlook for the Authority. These views and perspectives have greatly assisted
the consultant to inform the findings reported in this document. Extensive use was also made of
publications, community survey and prior research commissioned by the ARA. Conclusions
drawn and recommendations made are those of the consultant. The report was completed to
budget and to a schedule agreed with the client at project commencement.

Disclaimer

The review scope d id not extend to an audit of financial or technical informationit ided to the
consultant by the A RA although every reasonable endeavour was made to ensure the source of
data supplied was understood and that any interpretation of information supplied was
appropriate.

I individuals whq met with lh d d



Appendix 2 Stakeholder Interviews and Contacts

Hon Alannah Mac Tiernan. MLA
Minister for Planning and Infrastructure &
Member for Armada le

Chairman
Western Australian Planning Commission

Ross Holt.
Helen Morton. MLC. Chief Executive Officer
Member East Metropolitan Province LandCorp
Legislative Council
Parliament of Western Australia Frank Marra.

General Manager - Finance
Gerry Gauntlet LandCorp
Chairman
Armadale Redevelopment Authority Laurie Piggott

Manager Planning and Property
Kay Hallahan AO Network and Infrastructure
Deputy Chairperson & Board Member Public Transport Authority
Armadale Redevelopment Authority

Ross Townsend.
Mayor Linton Reynolds AM Development Manager
Board Member [NC Real Estate Development
Armadale Redevelopment Authority
& Mayor, City of Armadale Vincent Wee.

General Manager Western Australia
Cr Henry Zelones JP Residential Division
Board Member Australand
Armadale Redevelopment Authority &
Councillor, City of Armadale Stuart Carter

Acquisition Manager
Dr Tony l3uti Residential Division
Board Member & Australand
Chair Community Reference Group
Armadale Redevelopment Authority Bateman

h rot lot

Realcom Group Ply LtdVerity Allen
Board Member
Armadale Redevelopment Authority

Ray Tame
Chief Executive Officer
City of Armadale

Professor Geoffrey London
Faculty of Architecture,
Visual Arts
University of Western Am
& Government Architect

Jeremy Dawkins
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Gerard O'Brien
Director
Silverleaf Investments y d

Dick Donaldson
Principal
Donaldson + Warn
Architecture, Interiors, Urban Design

Adrian Duca
Director



Agency Resources
Department of the Treasurer and Finance

Chris Payne
Assistant Director
Agency Resources
Department of the Treasury and Finance

Elaine Rozman
Agency Resources
Department of the Treasury and Finance

Robert Shaw
Director
Daly & Shaw Building Pty Ltd

Cohn Bell
Chief Executive
Daly and Shaw Building Company

Carl Askew
Executive Director Community Services
City of Armadale

Shelly Pike
Director Business Development and
Marketing
Armadale Redevelopment Authority

Stuart Devenish.
Director Wungong Urban Water Project
Armadale Redevelopment Authority

Steve Wiencke.
Business Manager Development
Armadale Redevelopment Authority

Jamie Douglas.
Business Manager Planning Services
Armadale Redevelopment Authority

Ian McRae.
Executive Director
Development Services Division
City of Armadale

Bruce Andrew
Executive Director
Technical Services

68031(if
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City of Armadale

Yvonne Coyne.
Manager Community Services
City of Armadale

Dave Grealy.
CEO
Jobswest

Jodie Clarke.
Member
Community Reference Group
Annadale Redevelopment Authority
Project Officer Communities for Children
Communicare Inc
Armadale

Kim Fletcher.
Member
Community Reference Group
Armadale Redevelopment Authority
Member - various Cultural and
Environmental Committees
City of Armadale

Annette Nicholson
Member
Community Reference Group
Armadale Redevelopment Authority

Jerry Martin.
Member
Community Reference Group
Armadale Redevelopment Authr
Proprietor
Rainer Art Gallery and Cafe
Armadale



Appendix 3 Key Documents

Legislation

Armadale Redevelopment Act 2001
Annad ale Redevelopment Regulations 2003
Hansard - Legislative Assembly. 17 October 2001, p 4,500 and 7 November 2001, pp
5,192 - 5,193.

Environmental Protection Act 1986
State Administrative Tribunal (Conferral of Jurisdiction) Amendment nd Repeal Act
2004

Financial Administration and Audit Act 1985
Public Sector Management Act 1994
West Australian Land Authority Act 1992
State Supply Commission Act 1991
Regional Development Commissions Act 1993
East Perth Redevelopment Act 1991
Midland Redevelopment Act 1999
Subiaco Redevelopment Act 1994
Planning Appeals Amendment Act 2002
Town Planning Act 1928
Local Government Act 1995
Statutory Corporations (Liability of Directors) Act 1996

Published by the Armadale Redevelopment Authority

ARA Strategic Plan 2006 2011 lune 2006
ARA Annual Reports 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006 and 2007
ARA Business Plans 2001-2006
Armadale Redevelopment Scheme 2004
Brookdale Redevelopment Scheme 2005
Draft Wungong Urban Water Redevelopment Scheme 2007
City Centre Design Guidelines 2004, Sign Guidelines 2004 and Planning Policies
2004
West of Rail Structure Plan and Design Guidelines 2006
Forrestdale Structure Plan 2006
Local Area Plans for Sustainability Subdivision Guidelines 2006
Local Area Plans for Sustainability Development Guidelines 2006
Nutrients, Irrigation and Water Quality Management Plan August 2006
Champion Lakes Detailed Area Plan Residential Design Guidelines
Champion Drive Local Structure Plan March 2006, Subdivision Guidelines 2006,
Design Guidelines 2006 and Detailed Area Plans 2007
Draft Wungong Urban Water Redevelopment Scheme 2007
Wungong Urban Water Project Master Plan released for public comment June 2007
Wungong Urban Water Environmental Review Nov 2006
Draft Wungong Urban Water Implementation Plan for Sustainability
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Draft Wungong Place Codes 1 4
Kelmscott Town Centre Redevelopment Scheme 2006
ARA Planning Policy 2.7 4 December 2006
Kelmscott Town Centre Precinct design guidelines November 2006
Kelmscott Town Centre Heritage Strategy update March 2007

Other

WAPC, Armndajef may by De, ign,,,PYr»A him f hd1011jej, Working Paper 4, May 2000.
Department of Pruner and T abinct, Beth 1 Minium Better Futures A Framework for
the citrates:3i Managtment nj the WA 1311111a SI( fa, September 2006.
WAPC ,$11,11 01000 December 2000
City ofAnundaleTown.PlanningS cheme..L ocal PlannitgPo liciesandLocalPlanning
Strategies (various)
Metropolitan Regional Planning Authority, Corridor Plan for Perth 1970
Forrestdale Industrial Study, State Planning Commission, 1994.
Department of Premier and Cabinet, Hope for the Future: The Western Australian State
Sustainabilitt Strafe September 2003.
WA PC

Department of Planning and Urban Development, I opl A Plannil g Strategy fin:
the Perth Metropolitan Region, 1990

a WAIN Neteunrk t Ittl A Mlh'SiOne fill MellOPOillan Planning, November 2005.
MRPA nu I Moe of the Perth Meltopinion Renton R1 pod, Review Croup
1987

Me tiOlgAildliRegimi Planning Authority,
Stag< A.J.9 /8

WAR , south la ,t Corri or On Amend)
R. von stilt 1996

a %The on and Hepburn, Ch }dimly») Ihphutn Plan 1955.
a P 1 ''S / /4/ module .= !Wallah I avlor and Burrell, 1995.

Department of Planning and Lillian Developmun, Urban hspansio
for the Perth Metropolitan Region, 1990.

a WAPC, lquivont District Structure Plan January 2001.

f f October 2004
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